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Abstract�In this paper we concentrate on non�preemptive
hard real�time scheduling algorithms� We compare FIFO�
EDLF� SRTF and genetic algorithms for solving this prob�
lem� The objective of the scheduling algorithm is to dy�
namically schedule as many tasks as possible such that each
task meets its execution deadline� while minimizing the to�
tal delay time of all of the tasks� We present a MicroGA
that uses a small population size of �� chromosomes� run�
ning for �� trials using a rather high mutation rate with
a sliding window of �� tasks� The steady�state GA was
determined to be better than the generational GA for our
MicroGA� We also present a parallel MicroGA model de�
signed for parallel processors� The parallel MicroGA works
bests when migration is used to move tasks from one pro�
cessor to another to even out the load as much a possible�
Test cases show that the sequential MicroGA model and
the parallel MicroGA model produced superior task sched�
ules compared to other algorithms tested�

I� INTRODUCTION

The scheduling of industrial production processes is an
economically important task� However� it is also a com�
putationally di�cult task� The scheduling problem is
one of the classical computer science problems� and has
been shown to be NP�complete ���� This means there is
no known polynomial time algorithm to optimally solve
this problem� Instead researchers have relied on near
optimal heuristic techniques for searching through the
huge problem space� These techniques include several
well known greedy algorithms such as First�In�First�Out
�FIFO�� Earliest�Deadline�First �EDLF�� and Shortest�
Runtime�First �SRTF�� Other near optimal techniques in�
clude simulated annealing and genetic algorithms�
There are two types of real�time scheduling systems�

soft real�time systems and hard real�time systems� In soft
real�time systems� tasks are performed by the system as
fast as possible� However� the tasks are not constrained
to 	nish by a speci	c time �
��� In a hard real�time sys�
tem� tasks have to be performed in a timely fashion where
task deadlines are honored as much as possible� There
are two types of hard real�time scheduling systems� static
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and dynamic� A static approach calculates schedules o��
line and requires a complete a priori knowledge of the
characteristics of all of the tasks �
�� A dynamic system
determines a schedule for tasks �on the �y� as they arrive�
and attempts to insure as best as possible that each task
meets its deadline� Tasks can either be preemptive or non�
preemptive� A preemptive task can be interrupted once
it has started to execute� A non�preemptive task will be
allowed to run until completion once it has been started�
A non�preemptive scheduling is much more di�cult to op�
timize than a preemptive scheduling�
In this paper we will concentrate on non�preemptive

hard real�time scheduling algorithms� We compare FIFO�
EDLF� SRTF and genetic algorithms for solving this prob�
lem� The objective of the scheduling algorithm is to dy�
namically schedule as many tasks as possible such that
each task meets its execution deadline� while minimizing
the total delay time of all of the tasks� In Section II a
brief overview of genetic algorithms is presented includ�
ing our genetic algorithm implementation for this prob�
lem� In Section III tests cases are described comparing all
of the algorithms� Our MicroGA for a sequential schedul�
ing model and our MicroGA parallel scheduling model are
presented in Section IV�

II� GENETIC ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

Genetic Algorithms �GA� are applicable to a wide va�
riety of problems� In particular� genetic algorithms have
been very successful in obtaining near�optimal solutions
to many di�erent combinatorial optimization problems
��������
��
��� Genetic Algorithms are based on the prin�
ciples of natural genetics and survival of the 	ttest� Ge�
netic algorithms search for solutions by emulating biologi�
cal selection and reproduction� In a GA the parameters of
the model to be optimized are encoded into a 	nite length
string� usually a string of bits� Each parameter is repre�
sented by a portion of the string� The string is called a
chromosome� and each bit is called a gene� Each string is
given a measure of �	tness� by the 	tness function� some�
times called the objective or evaluation function� The
	tness of a chromosome determines its ability to survive



and reproduce o�spring� The �least 	t� or weakest chro�
mosomes of the population are displaced by more 	t chro�
mosomes�
The genetic algorithm is a robust search and optimiza�

tion technique using probabilistic rules to evolve a popula�
tion from one generation to the next� The transition rules
going from one generation to the next are called genetic
recombination operators� These include Reproduction �of
the more �	t� chromosomes�� Crossover� where portions
of two chromosomes are exchanged in some manner� and
Mutation� Crossover combines the �	ttest� chromosomes
and passes superior genes to the next generation� thus
providing new points in the solution space� Mutation is
performed infrequently� A new individual �point in the
solution space� is created by altering one of the bits of an
individual� Mutation ensures the entire state space will
eventually be searched �given enough time�� and can lead
the population out of a local minima�
In a generational GA the o�spring are saved in a sepa�

rate pool until the pool size is reached� Then the children�s
pool replaces the parent�s pool for the next generation� In
a steady�state GA the o�spring and parents occupy the
same pool� Each time an o�spring is generated it is placed
into the pool� and the weakest chromosome is �dropped
o�� the pool� These two cases represent two extremes in
pool management for genetic algorithms� It is assumed
the reader is generally familiar with the fundamentals of
genetic algorithms� Genetic algorithm packages for a sin�
gle processor have been available for several years� The
research reported here made use of LibGA ���� a GA pack�
age developed in house� Davis� Goldberg� and Rawling
provide an excellent in depth study of genetic algorithms
���
��
���
It is natural to represent a schedule of tasks in a chro�

mosome as a permutation of the list of tasks known to
the system at the time� Each gene represents a task� and
the corresponding order of tasks determines the schedule�
Each task has an associated run�time and deadline time�
In our model we have developed what we call a Sliding

Window Approach for processing the tasks� We de	ne a
	xed window size and only consider those tasks within the
window�
Since the processing must be done in real�time we use a

small population size and run the GA for a short amount
of time� Our results have shown that a steady�state GA
works much better than a generational GA for this type
of environment� In our model� the GA works on a small
population of schedules �say 
� chromosomes� for a small
	xed number of trials� say 
�� After 
� trials the 	rst
task �gene� in the best chromosome in the population is
scheduled for execution� Then one additional task is ob�
tained from the external task queue to restore the number

of tasks under consideration back up to 
�� In each chro�
mosome in the population the scheduled task is replaced
by the new task� In this way information gained in the
previous GA run can be carried over to the next GA execu�
tion� rather than generating an initial random population�
The GA works on the new list of tasks to determine the
next task to schedule� Hence� we de	ne a sliding window
with a width of 
� tasks to slide through the entire list
of tasks one at a time� simulating a real�time scheduling
environment� We arbitrarily picked the window size of

� and the number of trials at 
� to simulate the small
amount of time that can be devoted to the GA before the
next task will need to be scheduled� We call this GA a
MicroGA� We de	ne the delay of a task as the deadline �
completion time� Notice Delay can be either positive or
negative� Of course� a positive delay is desired� To pe�
nalize a schedule �chromosome� for negative delays and a
reward a schedule for the number of completed tasks� we
de	ned our evaluation function as the sum of all of the
negative delays of the tasks executed � �Number of Com�
pleted Tasks � 
���� The factor of 
�� is arbitrary and
can be altered if a researcher wants to weight task delays
versus number of completed tasks di�erently� Notice� the
evaluation function may be negative of positive� There is
no signi	cance to a positive 	tness value over a negative
	tness value� except that the larger the 	tness value the
better the schedule�
The use of Genetic algorithms in computer task schedul�

ing has not been studied extensively� Several researchers�
however� have used GAs in scheduling computer tasks�
Bruns ��� introduced the idea of a knowledge augmented
genetic algorithm for the solution of a real world produc�
tion scheduling problem� Kanet and Sridharah �

� devel�
oped a genetic algorithm called PROGENITOR for pro�
duction scheduling� However� PROGENITOR does not
work well for real�time systems� Falkenauer and Bou�ouix
��� developed the idea of using a special crossover operator
called Linear Order Crossover �LOX� for their implemen�
tation of the Job Shop Scheduling �JSS� problem� Biegel
and Davern �
� also developed several techniques for the
JSS problem� Other research in computer task scheduling
include �
��
��
���

III� TEST CASES

We have de	ned three datasets to test our algorithms�
Each dataset represents a sequence of ordered pairs of
tasks containing deadline and run�time values� We de�
signed a set of �� tasks that can run with no delay if the
EDLF algorithm were executed� Hence an optimal sched�
ule of �� completed tasks without delay is possible for
this dataset� We call this dataset the Contrived dataset�



The tasks in the Contrived dataset were randomized be�
fore being applied to our model� The second dataset is
called Random Dataset I where �� tasks were generated
with deadlines uniformly random from zero to ����� and
the range of run times were generated uniformly random
between 
� and 
�� units� The third dataset is called
Random Dataset II where �� tasks were generated with
deadlines uniformly random from zero to 
���� and the
range of run times were generated uniformly random be�
tween �� and 
�� units� Obviously� Random Dataset II
contains a much more restrictive set of tasks to schedule
than Random Dataset I�
There are several issues to consider when implement�

ing a MicroGA� Table I shows the e�ect of decreasing the
population size for the Contrived Dataset of �� tasks� As
expected� as the population size decreases to a relatively
small number� the quality of the solution decreases� To
counter the negative e�ect of a small population size for a
MicroGA� we experimented with increasing the mutation
rate� Table II shows the results� Notice for our pop�
ulation size of 
�� better results occur as the mutation
rate increases from 
�� to 
���� A 
�� mutation rate
means that 
�� of the time a child chromosome will have
a mutation operation performed on it� A 
��� mutation
rate means every child chromosome will have the muta�
tion operation performed� In our case mutation consists
of exchanging two randomly selected alleles in a chromo�
some� The results for the genetic algorithm entries shown
in Table I through Table VI represent the average per�
formance of executing the GA 	ve times with di�erent
random number generator seeds� In Table III we compare
FIFO� EDLF� and SRTF greedy algorithms and their asso�
ciated genetic algorithms� We used the schedule obtained
from FIFO� EDLF� and SRTF to seed an associated GA�
called GA� FIFO� GA�EDLF� and GA�SRTF� respectively�
For example� the SRTF solution was provided to the initial
population of the GA�SRTF algorithm to allow the GA to
improve upon it� Notice each GA was able to improve the
results �in some cases signi	cantly� over the initial sched�
ule provided by the associated greedy algorithm� Recall
that FIFO is simply the random order in which the tasks
are arriving� Hence� GA�FIFO is the same as an unseeded
GA� The GA results shown in Table III are for a popu�
lation size 
�� and a mutation rate of 
���� which is the
model for our MicroGA� However� we allowed the number
of trials to continue until convergence� rather than cutting
it o� at 
� trials as in our MicroGA� In this way we can
see the long term positive e�ect of seeding a GA with one
of the greedy heuristics�

IV� MicroGA RESULTS and CONCLUSIONS

To simulate a real�time scheduling environment� our Mi�
croGA uses the sliding window technique with a popula�
tion size 
� and a mutation rate of 
���� We ran Mi�
croGA on Random Dataset I and Random Dataset II and
compared these results with EDLF� SRTF� and FIFO� The
results are shown in Table IV� Considering both the num�
ber of completed tasks and the highest 	tness value� the
MicroGA performed slightly better than the EDLF algo�
rithm for Random Dataset I� However� the MicroGA al�
gorithm was clearly the superior algorithm using Random
Dataset II� The reader should not be concerned with the
low percentage of tasks completed in Random Data sets I
and II� Since the tasks were generated randomly in each
of the datasets� for all we know the results obtained in
Table IV could be the optimal of near optimal scheduling
for the tasks generated�
We extended our MicroGA to a parallel scheduling

model to simulate a multi�processor environment� This
simulation was run on a hypercube with one host and
four processors� The general scheduler works on the host
and its only function is to maintain a queue of tasks and
distribute them to the working processors� as they become
available� The working processors take the tasks from the
host and process the tasks the same way that a sequential
model would do� Each processor has a constant window of

� tasks to analyze� Each of the four processors perform a
MicroGA on the window set� execute the task determined
by the MicroGA� then get another task from the host and
start the process over again� In this model there is no
communication between any of the four processors except
with the host� However� a variation of this model allows
tasks to migrate among the processors so that tasks falling
behind in one processor can possibly be scheduled earlier
on another processor� Hence we have a non�migration
and migration model of a parallel task scheduler� Migra�
tion works as follows� The processors are connected in
a ring topology with a left and right neighbor� At the
conclusion of each MicroGA� each processor will schedule
and run the task that appears as the 	rst allele in the best
chromosome in the population� just like the sequential Mi�
croGA scheduler� If migration is to be performed� then a
certain number of the largest delay tasks appearing in the
best chromosome of each processor is passed to its left
neighbor� We implemented this model by passing either

�� or ��� of the tasks at each step� For example� sup�
pose tasks 
� and �� were initially assigned to processor
i� and are now going to be passed from processor i to its
left neighbor� Suppose further that processor i receives
tasks �� and �
 from its right neighbor� Then for each
chromosome in processor i� tasks �alleles� 
� and �� are



replaced by tasks �� and �
� respectively� The sequential
scheduling process then continues on each processor� We
tested the parallel model using Random Data set II with
no migration� 
�� migration and ��� migration� Results
are shown in Table V� Notice that migration de	nitely
improves the parallel model signi	cantly� Although it is
not apparent if 
�� or ��� is better� This research does
suggest migration is better than no migration� We sug�
gest 
�� migration of the tasks over ��� migration to cut
down on communication costs�
In summary� our results show that our MicroGA proved

to be an excellent algorithm for task scheduling in a non�
preemptive hard real�time scheduling environment� The
steady�state model was determined to be better than the
generational GA for our MicroGA� Our sequential Mi�
croGA uses a small population size of 
� chromosomes�
running for 
� trials using a mutation factor of 
��� with
a sliding window of 
� tasks� The parallel MicroGA works
bests when migration is used to move tasks from one pro�
cessor to another to even out the load as much a possible�
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Population Trial Tasks Fitness
Size Converged Completed Value
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Table I� E�ect of Decreasing Population Size for the Contrived
Dataset of �� Tasks with Constant Mutation Rate � 
��

Population Mutation Trial Tasks Fitness
Size Rate Converged Completed Value
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Table II� E�ect of Increasing Mutation Rate for the Contrived
Dataset of �� Tasks Using the Steady�State GA�

Random Dataset I Random Dataset II
Trial Tasks Fitness Trial Tasks Fitness

Algorithm Converged Completed Value Converged Completed Value

FIFO � ����� ������
 � ���� �������
GA�FIFO 
��� ���� ��

� ��� 
���� �
����
EDLF � ����� ����� � ���� ��������
GA�EDLF 
�� 
��� ���� ��� 
���� �
�����
SRTF � ����� ������� � 

��� �
�����
GA�SRTF 
�

 
��� ����� ��� 
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�����

Table III� Comparison of Several Algorithms Using Random Dataset I and Dataset II�
Steady�State GA was used with Population Size � 
�� and Mutation Rate � 
����

Random Dataset I Random Dataset II
Tasks Fitness Tasks Fitness

Algorithm Completed Value Completed Value

MicroGA ����� ��
���� 
���� �
����
�
EDLF ����� ��
���� ���� �������
SRTF �
��� ������� ��� �
������
FIFO ����� ������
 ���� �������

Table IV� Real�Time Simulation Comparing MicroGA� EDLF�
SRTF� and FIFO Using Random Dataset I and II�
Population Size � 
�� and Mutation Rate � 
����



Migration Rate
Test Runs None 
�� ���


 �� �� ��
� �� � �
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� �� �� ��

AVE� ���� ���� ����

Table V� Parallel Real�Time Simulation Using four
Processors� The Number of Completed Tasks is given
using various Migration Rates� Dataset II was used�


